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Hello there, and welcome to The $10 K Run. I'm Wendy Byford and in this podcast we'll explore what
it takes to make the ﬁrst $10,000 per month in your business and beyond. Whatever business you're
in, however long you've been struggling, in this podcast you're home. So settle in and let's get
started.
This is episode three of The $10K Run. Today I'm going to talk about mindset and how you become
the person capable of earning that $10,000 per month and more. And if you listened to episode one
of the podcast, then you know why the "and more" is so important now.
Just like you, Gary and I listen to podcasts. We hear about marketing strategies, business structures,
taxes, and a whole lot of other things that you need for your business when you're just getting
started. But what we don't hear about very often is how you evolve into the person you need to be to
get where you want to go. There's a speaker and trainer named, T Harv Eker, and he has a saying: It's
not enough to be in the right place at the right time to be successful. You have to be the right person
at the right time.
Now, for most of us, that's not where we are yet. Somewhere along the way, even though we continue
to accumulate information from webinars, seminars, workshops, ecourses, you name it, we've
stopped growing, stopped evolving into the people that we need to be in order to use that information
most effectively to continue growing our success. Now when we are growing up, we typically learn in
three ways:
The ﬁrst is through verbal programming. Many of us can still hear our parents' voices in our head.
The second is through modeling the people that we see around us. Now, one day I walked into the
living room and I saw my son sitting in exactly the same position that his father sat in all the time
and it really took me back a bit because I didn't realize how powerful modeling was. The third way
that we learn is through speciﬁc experiences.
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Think about learning to walk. You get up, you fall down, you get up slightly differently, you fall down
again, you get up again. Well, you get the idea. At some point, this learning solidiﬁes into the way that
we see the world. It becomes our ﬁlter and everything is seen through the lenses of these beliefs that
we formed as we were growing up. Now, if we were completely rational beings, this wouldn't be such
a big issue. All we'd need to do is to change our beliefs, our thought patterns, and take on ones that
serve us better. But we aren't rational beings. We're emotional beings. And as we grew up, our
thought patterns became linked to our emotions.
There are two different parts of our brains or our minds. There's the rational mind and the emotional
mind. Now, the rational mind, the conscious mind, is the mind that thinks, evaluates and decides. It's
typically the part that we associate with being an adult and it's the part that we think we're using
when we're making so called intelligent decisions. This mind loses focus about every six to eight
seconds.
Now. We used to have better focus than a goldﬁsh, but that was I guess before everybody started
using their phones and scrolling through and looking at social media. Now a goldﬁsh focuses for as
long as nine seconds. The average person loses focus every eight seconds, so the goldﬁsh have it
over on us. This part of our mind doesn't develop ... this conscious part of our mind … it doesn't
develop until we're around seven to eight years old.
The emotional mind is our nonconscious mind. It's the mind that associates and reacts - the mind
that exists when we're a child - and it's the mind that's programmed day after day by the things that
we see and we hear around us.
Now, if you have children, babies in particular, you know that babies are sponges - they absorb
everything - and since they don't have any critical faculty, remember that doesn't start to develop until
they're seven to eight years old, they never question whether or not what they're being taught is valid.
You're not going to have a discussion with a toddler over whether or not your beliefs that rich people
become that way because they don't waste money on luxuries is actually valid. They're not going to
argue with their father about whether or not having a partner is simply asking for trouble. All of these
discussions ﬂoat around them and they take them in along with everything else.
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Remember this part of the brain or this part of the mind never loses focus. Now think about this for a
minute. You're evaluating mind loses focus every eight seconds, but the non evaluating mind never
loses focus.Think about what happens when you watch television or you listen to the radio while
you're driving. You're not really paying a whole lot of attention, but your emotional mind is still taking
everything in, even when what's on television or what's on the radio is something that really isn't
serving your best interests.
Every day we're exposed to new things that are coming in through our senses. Some of the ideas that
we’re exposed to may be really attractive, like putting your network marketing recruiting on autopilot,
and you really want to adopt these things and act on them, which means what? Changing your
behavior. But your actions are not the results of your conscious desire to change your actions, and
the results that come from those actions are the product of your emotional mind.
Your emotional mind wants to stay in its comfort zone. When you present it with a new idea like
hiring someone to help with your workload, that threatens the status quo. Think of some time that
you were told you really had to do a Facebook live presentation. That emotional mind probably fought
back big time. You may even have had physical symptoms in the form of knots in your stomach or
sweaty palms. You begin to think of all the reasons why this new idea won't work.
These aren't rational thoughts. These are the thoughts coming from your nonconscious mind trying
to protect its programming. Now, you might think that you can rationalize your way through this. Hey,
I know social media marketing is really important for growing my business, but learning how to use
social media for marketing involves doing things that you've probably never done before. And
speaking with people who are a whole lot more successful in ways that make you look uninformed,
which is what you are - uninformed, not incapable of learning. You might feel a little lost and a whole
lot frustrated.
So your emotional mind, which doesn't like being out of its comfort zone, starts looking for a way to
retreat. It starts rationalizing, or as John Assaraf says, creating rational lies. And you start thinking
about your coach who is obviously so familiar with this area and you think, Well, I'll just do what he
does and I'll be okay. You've now made a decision involving thousands of dollars in marketing costs
based on the programming of a ﬁve year old who is used to being led. Think about that.
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Many of us have children, so have you ever tried to reason with a child who's having a tantrum? In a
struggle between your rational mind and your emotional mind The emotional mind will win hands
down every time. Most of us won't stay outside of our comfort zones long enough to reprogram that
emotional mind and as we get closer and closer to success our nonconscious minds, these
emotional minds, become more and more frantic, throwing out all the reasons that we have to stop
right now.
We approach what Bob Proctor calls the terror barrier. And most people do stop and retreat to their
comfort zones. However, the successful few realize what's happening and they stay with the fear, the
fear of the unknown, the fear of looking foolish, the fear of failing, the fear of success, the fear of the
consequences of success. Remember, we want to stay where we're comfortable.
These successful people ignore the screaming in their emotional minds until they break through to
the other side. And at the end of this podcast, I'm going to give you an exercise that's going to move
you through the terror barrier so that you don't have to stop three feet from success. Now, there was
a scientist named Ilya Prigogine who won the Nobel Prize for physics in 1977, and he developed a
mathematical model that would explain under various specialized circumstances how order could
arise spontaneously from apparent chaos.
Now, he wasn't the only scientist who studied this. And I know that there are several documentaries
on scientists who did look at chaos theory. If you're interested, then you might want to go and take a
look at those. Now, his model shows how in an open system, under certain physical conditions,
highly unstable and unpredictable in its changes... how this system will spontaneously organize itself
at a higher level of complexity, leaping from apparent chaos into order.
What's this got to do with people. Well, you probably remember when you're learning something that
is really diﬃcult, you're in that period of chaos. Life is really uncomfortable, seemingly threatening.
And as a consequence, most people try to pull back into a period before the chaos or the change
began. And in doing so, they sacriﬁce that higher order result that they're trying to get. You often see
people start a project than abandon it when things get tough, reverting to their earlier, more
comfortable circumstance.
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It's why people go part way through a course and abandon it because it's something that they're
learning that they don't know and they have to put in a lot of effort to learn it. It's uncomfortable, it
seems to be threatening, and so they just throw up their hands and say, Oh, I don't need this anyway,
and they walk away. However, if they keep going, they actually will pop out the other side achieving
something they never thought that they could do.
For those of you who have built successful network marketing teams or built a coaching business
with high ticket items in it, then you probably understand what I'm saying. When you ﬁrst started this,
it was really uncomfortable and there were probably many days when you thought of throwing up
your hands and walking away, but you stuck with it and you kept going through all of the fear, through
all the discomfort, and eventually things started to click.
They started to work. So what does all this have to do with being the person that you need to be in
order to do what you want to do. Well, everything actually. To achieve different results, do deals that
you've never done before, successfully build a business to a level that you've never achieved before,
you have to be different. You need to change not only your conscious way of thinking, but your
unconscious programming as well.
Most importantly, it means changing the image you have of yourself achieving those results. Without
a fundamental change in your self image, no amount of education is going to help you. Now let me
say that again because it's really important.
If you don't change how you see yourself, it doesn't matter how much money you spend on your
education. Your nonconscious mind will ﬁnd a way of sabotaging you so that it can stay in its
comfort zone.
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Consciously, you may want to become a real estate tycoon. You read all the books, you take all the
courses, you hire a high priced mentor. But if you didn't grow up in an environment where you were
taught that your dreams are entirely possible and entirely within your doing, that is you didn't have a
real estate tycoon for a father, your emotional mind is going to cause you to attract deals that at best
will grow inside your comfort level. And at worst will fail completely. Now you can blame your
mentor. You can blame the process, you can blame your partners in the deal for good measure. But
the truth is that none of these are at fault. You are just being true to your programming. So if you
want to grow your business, you need to start with the most important thing ﬁrst - changing on the
inside.
That change starts with a fantasy or a vision. So ﬁrst, take the goal that you want to achieve. It can
be anything like build your business to $2 million in revenue or create a passive income of $20,000 a
month ... whatever it is. Now think of say six people who are doing what you want to do. Six people
who have built their businesses to $2 million or greater, who live the lifestyle that you want, who have
the passive income that you want. Write down their names. Now, look at each person carefully and
determine what it is about them exactly that you admire. Is it their ability to analyze a deal and see
the good parts and the bad parts? Is it their ability to see opportunity where nobody else does and
build a whole new product or service or complete business around that? Is it their ability to network
so well that they always have people that they can call on to help them, teach them, play with, advise
them?
If one of your six is someone that you don't know very well, then ﬁnd people who know them. Say that
you really admire a speciﬁc characteristic about that person that they know and ask them what it's
like to work with them, learn from them, mastermind with them. Or read about them from a variety of
sources so that you get a rounded view. When you've listed the characteristics that you admire in
each of these people, the characteristics that you actually believe led to their success, then build a
vision of yourself with those same characteristics. Now you need to be detailed and speciﬁc.
So this is going to take a little bit of work. Every day spend about 20 minutes or so, couple of times a
day relaxing and visualizing yourself as the person in this fantasy. You might want to do it ﬁrst thing
in the morning and last thing at night, and again, you need to be detailed and speciﬁc.
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Ask yourself: What am I doing? What do I see? Who am I with? What am I saying? How am I acting?
What do I hear, smell, taste? How do I feel? Now, most importantly, see the scene as though you're
looking through your own eyes. Don't look at it as if you're a character in a play and you are watching
that play. Make sure that you're seeing everything through your own eyes.
In this exercise, you're reprogramming your nonconscious mind. Well, you might be thinking, how am
I doing that? You see, that nonconscious mind can't tell the difference between reality and fantasy.
So if you have this vision and you stick with it and you make this vision as real as possible and you
do this over and over and over again, this nonconscious emotional mind is going to begin to
reprogram itself so that fewer and fewer roadblocks are placed in your way to success.
Well, this is really important, because what may happen when you ﬁrst have this vision, you may get
feelings of this isn't really me, right? You may start to get that little knot in your stomach if you're
thinking, you know, you're looking at a paycheck for $100,000 or $200,000 for that month and you're
talking to your CPA and you're laughing, saying, Hey, we've made it.
You may start to feel that little tightness in your throat or you may start to feel butterﬂies or maybe
your mind may start saying, Hey, this isn't real. You've got to keep doing this. Over and over and over
again feeling the scene as if you're truly, truly doing this. Because you have to reprogram that mind.
Now, your emotional mind as you do this is going to become more comfortable with you're playing
that role that you're envisioning. Okay? And it'll start throwing up fewer and fewer arguments.
At ﬁrst your mind may say, Hey, there's no way that I can make $2 million. But after you do this over
and over again, as you get into the scene, your mind may say, Hooray, we ﬁnally made it. Let's go for
ﬁve! Now I'm not suggesting that all you have to do is to vision two to three times a day and bags of
cash are going to arrive on your doorstep. That's not what I'm saying at all.
You still need to do the homework. Yeah? To learn the skills that you need to analyze those deals and
take advantage of those opportunities, but your emotional mind is going to be less likely to sabotage
your efforts and your mind is going to begin to look at what it needs to help you make that fantasy a
reality. Okay. Instead of trying to sabotage you, it's now going to start to help you.
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I told you that I'd give you an exercise to help you cross through that terror barrier. So here's what I
want you to do. Relax and close your eyes and I want you to visualize doing whatever really scares
you. Now you're going to start to feel a little uncomfortable and that's okay. I want you to visualize
the worst possible outcome. You followed your dream, you did whatever. You ended up in bankruptcy.
You ended up getting sued. Your family leaves you. You end up living in your car, you end up living
under a bridge, your dumpster diving for food, whatever the worst possible scenario for you is. I want
you to imagine that and believe me, your mind is going to start to go to terror. Think about everything.
Everything that could possibly go wrong. Don't push the picture away because if you do, the feeling is
just going to continue to grow worse every time you start thinking about doing whatever scares you,
so stay with it.
Visualize all those horrible things that can happen and see them as a mist in the forest. Now the mist
can have shapes. That's ﬁne. You know, if you're scared to death of dumpster diving, then you can
have a little dumpster mist in the forest. Okay, I want you to visualize that mist in the forest, and I
want you to start walking through that mist. Keep breathing, keep walking, and let the fear wash
through you.
This may happen several times. Keep breathing and keep walking. The ﬁrst time I did this exercise, I
actually stopped breathing. So keep breathing, keep walking. Let the fear wash through you. Stay
with the vision until you walk out of the forest. Have you done it? Good job. Now, you may have to do
this several times; but if you do, stay with the feeling, breathe, walk forward, and one day you're going
to feel that there's much less terror or none at all, and you'll be able to walk that next three feet
through the terror barrier and into success.
Good luck.
Okay, that's it for this episode of The $10K Run. Please remember to go to www.bizengaged.com to
see the show notes there. You'll ﬁnd the links for any products or programs that we've discussed.
Take care everyone and I will see you next time. Bye Bye.
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